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Studies on Endek and impression have respectively been carried out. A study on impression done [4] was entitled "Generic and Specific Impression of Estimation of Clothing Fabric Images Based on Machine Learning." [4] The purpose of this study was to predict impression of textile images based on human emotion concepts by using Support Vector Reggresion.
Another study on impression has also been conducted [3] with the title "The Influence of Color Feature on Impression Classification of Indonesian Batik Images Using Probabilistic Neural Network." [3] The purpose of this study was to determine the influence of color features on impression classification of Indonesian Batik Images.
Another study on impression has been done [5] with the title "Study on the Emotion Factor Space of Men's T-Shirt." [5] The purpose of this study was to determine the impressions on men's shirts. The method used was Factor Analysis. Apart from that, a study concerning on impression has also been conducted [6] with the title "Predicting Personalized Image Emotion Perceptions in Social Media." [6] The purpose of this study was to determine the prediction on image impression by combining* a variety of factors (social context, temporary evolution, and neighborhood influence). The method used to gain the intended impression was Rolling Multi-task Hypergraph Learning.
There are many methods of data mining that can be used to discover knowledge. K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) is a classification method for data sets based on previously classified data learning and to classify new objects based on attributes and training data [7] . The K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm is a supervised learning that to find new patterns in the data using existing data patterns. The advantages of K-Nearest Neighbors are effective with noisy and large data training.
Previous research related to endek classification titled "Texture Analysis on Image Motif of endek Bali using K-Nearest Neighbors Classification Method" [8] reveals that K-NN method is suitable for endek classification because endek cloth has similarity pattern to each other, so the K-NN method can reduce the noise. The research resulted in an accuracy of 57%. This study is expected to provide information on impression classification of Endek image. From this comprehension, the users of endek fabric can make choices at endek fabrics appropriate with the impression desired. The obstacle in this study included the absence of data set, so that the researcher established an own-version of data set. Another challenge was that it was quite hard to determine the endek expert, for the study on endek especially on data mining field was still rarely performed.
Research Method 2.1 Endek
An endek fabric is formed by weaving or crossing two groups of strings upright to each other. The principle of making endek fabric is to cross the pakan string (the length of the endek fabric) in the gap of the lusi string (the width of the endek fabric). An endek fabric is an applied art, which means an art that has benefits for humans in everyday life other than its art value [2] .
Impression
The impression can be interpreted as a psychological feeling toward a product [3] . A piece of endek fabric does not only keep the beauty values of the patterns and blend colors, but it also holds the philosophical value and adaptation strategies of the supporting community. Because there are differences in the value system, symbols, philosophical meanings and adaptation strategies, the impression of the endek fabric created by the community is different from others. Impressions were used in this study using impression on research conducted by [3] which amounted to 6 with descriptions by KBBI shown in Table 1 . 
Digital Image Processing
Literally, an image is an image in a two-dimensional field and if viewed from a mathematical point of view, the image is a continuous function of the intensity of light in a two-dimensional field [9] . An images can be grouped into two parts: the still image of a single fixed image and a moving image that is a series of still images displayed in a row, thus giving the impression on the eyes as moving images [9] . Each image in a row is called a frame. Images that appear on a movie or television are made up of thousands to hundreds of thousands of frames.
The digital image is an image composed of discrete pixels of the quantized brightness and color [9] . Basically, an image that has a continuous color and brightness needs to be changed in the form of color information, brightness, etc. to a discrete value in order to become a digital image.
Feature Extraction
An image feature is a function of one or more measurements, each of which determines the measured property of an object, and is calculated in such a way as to determine the characteristics of the image [10] . Mathematically, each feature extraction is an encoding of the n dimensional vector called the feature vector. The feature vector component is calculated by image process and analytical techniques and is used to compare images with one another.
Texture is a characteristic possessed by a region large enough so that naturally these traits can be repeated in the area or the regularity of certain patterns formed from the arrangement of pixels in the image. And if the extent is enlarged without changing the scale, the nature -the surface properties of the expansion result are of a similar nature to the original surface [11] . Texture analysis aims at identifying the appropriate parameters with the characteristics of the objects in an image.
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) was first proposed by Haralick in 1979 with 28 features to explain spatial patterns. GLCM is a texture feature extraction technique that uses a statistical approach in which there are a number of pixel pairs for a certain level of brightness separated by distance and slope between pixel [10] . Feature extraction obtained by using GLCM method is contrast, correlation, homogeneity, and energy.
The color feature extraction can be done by the mean which is the extraction of the color feature on the image can be done by using the mean on each RGB channel and the standard deviation, which the color feature extraction in the image can be done by using standard deviation on each RGB channel
Data Mining
Data mining is a process of finding a correlation, new patterns, and new trends useful in big data using pattern recognition, such as statistical and mathematical techniques [12] . Data mining is used to automatically explore thoroughly and describe complex relationships on very large datasets. The dataset is a tabular data set, as is widely implemented in relational database management. However, data mining techniques can also be applied to other data representations, such as spatial data domains, text-based, and multimedia (images).
The process of data mining will extract valuable information by analyzing the existence of patterns or relationships of certain relationships of large data. Automated analysis performed by data mining exceeds that traditional decision support systems that have been widely used. Data mining can perform the information retrieval process, predicting in large databases.
K-Nearest Neighbors
Nearest Neighbors (NN) is one of the most popular methods of classification and a lazy learner classification because it delays the training process until there is a test data that already classify, and the new method will run its algorithm [13] . Learning process will increase the system knowledge. Hence lazy learner can represent complex knowledge models that other algorithms may not be able to do.
K-Nearest Neighbors is one of the Nearest Neighbors-based methods. K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) is a classification method for data sets based on previously classified data learning and for classifying new objects based on attributes and training samples [7] . The K-NN algorithm works based on the shortest distance from the query instance to the test data to determine its K-NN. One way to calculate the distance of a neighbor is by using the Euclidian ( 1 , 2 ) = √∑( 1 − 2 ) 2
=1
(1)
K-Fold Cross Validation
Cross Validation is a common method used to evaluate classifier performance. In a crossvalidation approach, each tuple is used multiple times in the same amount of training data and is appropriate for test data. For accuracy calculation the following Equation 2, where a is the number of correctly classified data, and b is the amount of data classified incorrectly. Figure 1 shows how the stages of creating datasets and the development of methods to classify endek image impressions. The earliest stage that was carried out was the collection and production of data sets from the original endek fabric. This is done considering that when this research was conducted, data sets related to endek images did not yet exist. After the dataset is complete, the next step is to apply the k-NN method to image classification. Besides testing the accuracy of the impression classification process, this study also focuses on producing good endek image datasets. Therefore, the accuracy of the endek impression classification with the K-NN method is used as the basis for fixing the dataset. The improvement of endek image datasets is done by applying the K-Means clustering method, to label or re-categorize existing image datasets. A more detailed explanation of the results of this stage can be seen in the result and analysis section. Figure 2 in this research, the data used is Endek images taken with RAW format. The advantage of using images with RAW format is the uncompressed image file, thus storing more information when compared to the compressed image file. Images were taken at three locations in Bali, namely CV. Artha Dharma located in Buleleng, Agung Bali Collection located in Bangli, and Pengrajin Sri Rejeki located in Klungkung.
Research Overview

Figure 1. Endek Dataset Development and Impression Clasification using K-NN
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Result and Analysis 3.1 Data Source
Figure 2. Endek
Dataset
The process building training data was done by collecting endek image which then each image was given an impression. After the process, it performed a preprocessing data to maximize the training data that is Data Cleaning is a process of cleaning data is done that eliminates the endek image that has the same pattern and color, Data Integration is a process of combining data from 3 craftsmen in Buleleng, Bangli, and Klungkung and the impression given earlier. Data Selection is a process to choose the endek that has negative impression or not in accordance with the specified impression. Data Transformation is a process that is done to crop on each endek to the same size that is 1500px x 1500px, using the uncompressed image format, named TIF. Data set established in the respective impressions is as follows Table 2 . Feminine 17
Impression Classification using K-Nearest Neighbors Method
Data mining process aimed at determining the impressions of a new endek image that were not previously classified the impression using the K-Nearest Neighbors method. This test used 10 training data in Table 3 and one testing datum in Table 4 . The calculation of K-Nearest Neighbors will be performed using Table 3 as training data  and Table 3 as testing data. Determine the parameter K, that is a number of nearest neighbors. In this case, the use of K is equal to 4. Calculate the distance between test data and all training data y. To calculate the distance between the train data and the test data it was used Euclidean distance. Using Equation 3, we get the distance table between the training data and the test data. From all results of distance between testing data with training data, they were then sorted by value of Euclidian Distance to get Euclidian Distance table at Table 5 . 
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Selecting data with the closest Euclidean distance, because from using K equal to 4 the data selected were the data that were the top 4 in the Euclidian Distance table. To determine the impression on the testing data it was used the majority, so the impression obtained from the testing data was Feminine.
K-Fold Cross Validation
K-Fold Cross Validation is a method to validate the accuracy of a data mining algorithm based on a particular data set. This study used 10-Fold Cross Validation. This test started from partitioning the data set into 10 partitions which later on 1 part of the partition was used as testing data and the rest was used as training data. The process was done by each partition of the data set that became test data on each iteration.
The K-Fold Cross Validation testing process produced an accuracy of 40% in K for K-NN is 10. The accuracy of train data was small due to the unbalanced amount of data in each class, so the training data had to be processed again to get better accuracy.
To get a better accuracy data was done data cleaning. The first step was cluster the data into 6 clusters using K-Means method. It chose the clustering results that each cluster has a number of members is almost equal to each other. After the clustering results were obtained, the next step was to determine the impression on each cluster group, by choosing the most dominant impression in each cluster group. In the process of determining impressions, there was one cluster that could not determine the impression, so the data from that cluster was removed from data training, and it eliminated one impression namely Dynamic. After the training data were completed, the accuracy test was done using K-Fold Cross Validation method. The results of this test indicated that the accuracy increased significantly after the training data was re-processed that was 91% in K for K-NN was a 3,4,7,8.
Conclusion
The conclusion basically referred to the purpose of research that had been designed previously. Success or failure in achieving these objectives was evidenced in the implementation and testing stages. Based on the research that has been done, it can draw the conclusion (1) the application of endek image impression classification using K-Nearest Neighbors method has succeeded in classifying the endek image impression into six classes, namely adult, calm, warm, dynamic, masculine, and feminine, by using the results of design analysis of the classification model that has been proven by testing using a white box and black box method. (2) The designed application has the highest average accuracy rate of 40% on the K-Fold Cross Validation test with K in K-NN is equal to 10. This level of accuracy is still low due to the imbalance amount of data in each class. However, after the training data is processed again, it produces a higher accuracy rate of 90%, and eliminating one dynamic impression.
